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Rajdharma Missing in Paschimbanga?








TCVN - Kolkata: The statue of Dr. Shyamaprasad Mookherjee was vandalized at the Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das Smrti Soudh on March 7, 2018.
Police arrested the six members of the Radical, including a woman. Placards bearing the Om symbol were also burnt and kicked in front of Jadavpur
University on March 8, 2018. On March 19, Dr. Shyamaprasad Mookherjee’s name sculpted on the ground-ﬂoor walls of the main building of
Presidency University was also found smeared with black ink. ABVP protested in front of Gandhi statue on March 20 against those who smeared ink on
the name of Dr. Shyamaprasad Mookerjee, inscribed on the marble wall of Presidency University and, demand for immediate arrest and suspension of
suspected students. The university formed a ﬁve-member committee to ﬁnd out who is responsible for such an incident.

Bose on Intolerance in West Bengal
TCVN: In an exclusive
interview given to TCV
Bongo, Chandra Kumar
Bose, The Open Platform
for Netaji convenor & West
Bengal BJP vice president
said, “In West Bengal our
history, tradition & culture
are different; we have learnt
to respect our elders and the
great peoples of this nation.”
“ T h e a t t a c k s o n D r.
Shyamaprasad Mookherjee
is not the culture or tradition
of West Bengal. Questions
have raised in the minds of
the people of West Bengal From where such tradition
come from? Is this based on
the tradition of a foreign
country?” Bose added.
According to Chandra
Kumar Bose, Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose believed in
Indian politics based on the
ideas of Indian history,
culture & tradition. He said,
“West Bengal will never
accept those who insult the
great peoples of this nation.
India will never forget
Shyamaprasad’s
contribution towards West
Bengal & Kashmir for

which he might be
assassinated.”
“In recent days, West
Bengal have witnessed that
placards bearing the symbol
of ‘Om’ were destroyed as a
protest in front of Jadavpur
University. We have learnt
to respect all religions.
Those who can’t live in

harmony, they do not need to
live in West Bengal,” Bose
added. He said, “Attacks on
Hindus in West Bengal have
increased since 2011 - West
Bengal government have in
multiple occasions issued
restrictions over Maa Durga
immersion and Saraswati
Puja. Did West Bengal voted

to deliver governance based
on a religion? Netaji always
believed in equality for all;
in India we believe in
Uniform Civil Code. West
Bengal Government is
trying to incite one religion
against the other religions.”
Bose also said,
“Appeasement is harmful the Muslims in West Bengal
are kept away from real
development and offered
with politics to break the law
and order - such policy will
pull this community down to
live at the bottom of the
society.”
Bose added, “On August
15, 2017, we learned that in
front of the Birbhum BDO
ofce Netaji statue which
was about to be unveiled for
the public was attacked. Still
we have not received any
update from this
administration on this
incident. The administration
i n We s t B e n g a l h a s
completely fallen - one with
the TMC ﬂag can break the
law & order. There is a
government in West Bengal
but no administration.”

Shyamaprasad Mookherjee is the
Father of West Bengal - Dr. Anirban
Ganguly speaks to TCV Bongo
Why Shyamaprasad
statue was vandalized in
West Bengal?
There is a conspiracy to
erase the legacy of
Shyamaprasad. Those
involved are trying to
mislead the nation. Their
political intent is now
exposed to the people of
West Bengal. They have had
the least contribution in the
past 70 years. Rather, they
had the intent to keep West
Bengal behind.
How Shyamaprasad
become the youngest
Vice-Chancellor of CU?
Shyamaprasad was involved
in may education,
administrative & Indiacentric research works since
Sir Asutosh Mookherjee
was the VC of Calcutta
University. In those days,
Shyamaprasad secured BA
in English and had MA in
Bengali.

What historic education
policies were adopted by
Shyamaprasad?
Shyamaprasad introduced
the rst museum on Indian

History in Calcutta
University. His policies
were focused on technical
education, agricultural
education, women
education and skill
development. He also
introduced international
collaboration & exchange
programs.

Why Shyamaprasad
allied with Muslim
League?
Krishak Praja Party was
once in an alliance with
Muslim League.
Shyamaprasad allied with
Krishak Praja Party to keep
Muslim League out of the
government.
What was
Shyamaprasad’s idea of
tolerance and
nationalism?
The idea of tolerance of
Shyamaprasad was the
‘Shayma Hok’ ministry,
which had no rooms for
discrimination. He always
focused to bring both the
communities in the main
stream. His nationalism was
never exclusive. His door
was always open to those
who consider themselves as
citizens of India and those
who consider India as their
motherland.

TCVN - Kolkata, Mar 25: People, including women and children, assembled in front of Jadavpur University to celebrate Ram Navami, following Lord Ram kirtans in cycle and bike
rallies from different parts of Kolkata. Shree Ram Navami Udjapan Samiti celebrated the birthday of Lord Ram across West Bengal.
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MSME in Defence

FPAI Celebrates
Women Day

HK/TCVN: Family
Planning Association of
India (FPAI) in association
with Hello Kolkata
organized a socio-cultural
program to commemorate
International Women’s Day
with its members, in
Kolkata. Renowned artist
Satyaki Majumdar and
lmmaker Asish Basak
spoke on the need of women
empowerment. Supratip
Mazumdar, FPAI Kolkata
Head also spoke on the
signicance of family
planning.

TCVN - Kolkata: Bhartiya Sanskriti Samvardhan Samiti
organized a Shobha Yatra on Varsha Pratipada at Jorabagan in
association with Gaudiya Mission, Kanyakubj Brahman
Samaj & other organizations. Social activist Prabhu Dayal
Choudhary, columnist Rantidev Sengupta & Prakash
Mukherjee were present. The Shobha Yatra successfully ends
at the Bhutnath ghat where Maa Ganga aarti was performed,
arranged in association with Nirmal Ganga Chetna Manch.
Kusum Modi, Neelima Sinha, Sanjay Mandal, Prakash Kila
& others were also present.

Purva Kolkata
Gangaur Mahotsav

TCVN - Kolkata: Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)
celebrated its 217th foundation day on March 18, 2018.
Speaking on the occasion OFB chairman S K Chourasia
said, “Ordnance Factory Board is the fourth pillar of
India's defence.” 41 ordnance factories spread across
the country manufacture diverse products. Chourasia
added, “The Make in India intiative played an
important role in the defence production. We would
also like to develop a manufacturing eco system with
the help of MSMEs.” PC: Rajendra Dubey

Jute ‘I Care’

Hello Kolkata
Excellence Award

HK/TCVN: Seba Gupta,
eminent vocal artist was
presented with ‘Hello
Kolkata Excellence Award’
during Zodiak Muzik
Cultural Fiesta held on
March 17, 2018 at State
Youth Centre. The award
was handed over to her by
the living legend Sh. Pratap
Roy and directors of Zodiak
Muzik, Sarmistha & Ashim
Chakraborty. The program
was graced by a host of
dignitaries like poet Krishna
Basu, Dr. Avijit Das, Rajib
Kar Chowdhury & others.
S i n g e r Ay a n t i k a
Chakraborty & other
performed before the
audiance. “We promote new
talents by giving them due
recognition. This inspires to
perform better and develop
better art & culture in our
society,” remarked Asish
Basak, Editor-Director,
Hello Kolkata.

TCVN - Kolkata: Holi, the festival of colors, was celebrated
at the OSHO Ramakrishna Meditation Centre, Bangur.
Swami Chetan informed, “We perform kirtan and Kundalini
yoga on this day.” Maa Prem Purnima, Preeti Sharma, Swami
Shasi Kant, Raju Tiwari, Gaurav Bhavik, Rohan Sharma,
Pankaj Goenka, Partho Swami & others were present.

Samaj Kalyan Samman

HK/TCVN: ‘Hello
Kolkata Samaj Kalyan
Samman’ was handed over
to popular social activist
A n w a r K h a n b y We s t
Bengal Panchayat Minister
Subrata Mukherjee & other
dignitaries including vocal
artist Chinmayee
Bhattacharya at a blood
donation camp recently held
in commemoration of
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad
Memorial. “This award is a
recognition for all his
sincerity & hard work he
served for the betterment of
the society,” remarked Asish
Basak, Editor-Director,
Hello Kolkata.

Youths Celebrate
Festival of Colors with
Street Families
TCVN - Kolkata: Jute Corporation of India (JCI) held
a press conference on improved cultivation and
advanced retting exercise and informed that the
Government of India is likely to appoint an agency soon
to evaluate the progress of Jute-ICARE project. JuteICARE has resulted in a higher yield of the crop,
helping farmers get better prices for their produce.
Susant Pal, Chief Operation Ofcer of National Jute
Board added “Under the project, the area coverage has
been increased from around 12,000 hectares covering
four blocks in West Bengal and Assam in 2015 to one
lakh hectares covering 90 blocks in jute producing
states in 2018.” JCI CMD K.V.R. Murthy was also
present. PC: Rajendra Dubey

Ambassador Craftsmen in Distress
TCVN - Kolkata: Lions Club of Kolkata Mother Teresa
Sarani in association with Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Seva
Samiti (BBD Bag) organized a free eye check-up camp in
Kolkata. The organizers distributed around 200 specticles to
the needy. Lion Vinod Tekriwal, Prakash Kila, Guddan Singh,
Shankar Bakht Singh & others were present.

TCVN - Kolkata, Feb 20: Hindustan Motors has
entered in an agreement with Groupe PSA, the maker of
Citroen and Peugeot cars, to sell the Ambassador brand
along with all its goodwill for `80 crore. Since the
Uttarpara factory was shut down, 4 years ago, water and
electricity supply was cut down at the labour colony.
However, the company has already announced VRS for
all its permanent workers, Uttarpara-Kotrung
Municipality councillor Kamakhya Narayan Singh,
Amitabh Bhattacharjee while addressing the media at
the press conference of the labors demanded for: (1)
immediate withdrawal of the suspension order, (2)
payment of full wages during the period of suspension,
(3) restore water and electricity in the labour colony, (4)
stop demolishing work of the labour building, (5)
settlement of co-operative loans.

Subscribe TCV Bongo YouTube Channel

http://bit.ly/tcvbongo
TCVN - Kolkata: Rashtra Nirmana Sangathana is
organizing a signature campaign ‘Hum Do Humare Do Toh
Sabke Do’ across the nation; expecting to cover 20000
kilometers in 70 days as ‘Bharat Bachao Maha Rath Yatra’.
“The rapid demographic transition is a threat to India’s unity,
integrity, sovereignty and rights of people’s religious
freedom. The population pollution is the mother of serious
problems like corruption, unemployment, economic
inequality, illiteracy and malnutrition. We need to enact a
stringent population control law in the country in order to
shape Bharat as ‘Vishv Guru’. We will be submitting the
memorandum with the signatures of the supporting citizens
from 5000 cities & 2 lakh villages to the government”,
informed Org. chairman & Sudarshan News editor Suresh
Chavanke at the press meet, held in Kolkata.

HK/TCVN: Purva Kolkata
Gangaur Mahotsav was
organised by Purva Kolkata
Maheshwari Samaj in
association with
Kankurgachi Loko
Sanaskriti between March
18-20, 2018. Org. President
Suresh Jhawar, Secretary
Manmohan Bagri,
Convenor Hemant Marda
were present along with
other members including
Bhagwati Munra, Banwari
Bahati, Kamala Bahati, Ajay
Mohota, Smita Bahati,
Gopal Das Dawani, Rajesh
Chandak.
Sashi Kothari wrote
lyrics of devotional. The
troupe members who
performed devotional songs
included Bijay Ojha, Giriraj
Kothari, Padma Kothari,
Ajay Garg, Sangeeta Daga,
Rajkumar Dujari & others.

TCVN: Bharatiya Nagarik
Forum celebrate Holi in
front of ancestral house of
Swami Vivekananda with
street families to mark Zero
Discrimination Day (March
1) on February 27, 2018.

Press For Progres

TCVN: ABVP felicitated
Amrita Bhattacharjee
(Former Sr. Under Ofcer,
NCC), Sampa Chakraborty
(Wrestler), Komal
Chaturvedi & Esha Gupta
(Taekwondo players) for
their excellence in their
respective elds on
International Women’s Day;
following a rally from
Vi c t o r i a M e m o r i a l t o
Academy of Fine Arts on
March 8, 2018.
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Paintings of Distressed
and Orphaned
TCVN: Paintings of
Divyang & orphaned
children were showcased at
ITC Sonar Bangla, Kolkata
under the auspicious of
Agapi 2 on March 17. The
basic aim of this exhibition
was to empower these
children who have been
through traumatic
experiences like rape, abuse
and becoming orphaned.
Close on the heels of the
success of Agapi 1 in 2016,
Agapi 2 showcased works
entirely for the cause. It was
a scintillating evening of art
dance and celebration at the
ITC Sonar, which concluded
on March 19.

Drama for Adults and
Children
TCVN: Recently two short
Bengali plays Nadir Galpo
and Abak Jalpan were staged
at Sisir Manch. The rst play
was inspired by the story
i d e a s o f Ta g o r e a n d
B h i b u t i b h u s a n
Bandyopadhyay while, the
children’s drama Abak
Jalpan has been penned by
writer-director Shubhashish
Roychowdhury. Both plays
were dramatized under the
auspicious of Khatura
Chitropot and the direction
b y S h u b h a s h i s
Roychowdhury drew a
measure of audience interest
especially the children’s
play enacted by the children
themselves.

Catch Them YOUNG 2017-18

TCVN - Kolkata:
Treasures of Innocence
(ToI), an NGO, working
towards enabling the
socially-economically
marginalized to become
self-reliant, was founded by
Rani Bhowani in 2013. ToI
works for skill development
of children from challenging
backgrounds and empower
young minds through
creativity-based education.
It also provides sustainable
development to less
privileged children.
Treasures of Innocence
explored various ways to
bring out the real potential
of children in creativity and
education. ToI introduces
‘Catch Them YOUNG’ as a
platform where the students
can showcase their talent.

Catch Them YOUNG 201718 was organized on
February 10, 2018 at
Asutosh Memorial Hall.
Students from different
institutes participated in the
day long Interschool Quiz
Competition, Project
Competition, Talent Hunt
and Art Exhibition.
“Treasures of Innocence
hopes to see ‘Catch Them
YOUNG’ as an annual
event. We have already
begun exploring our patrons
for the 2018-19 event,”
informed Rani Bhowani.
“We believe that when we
support a child’s life, we
empower a family which
can in turn accelerate the
prosperity of the community
and ultimately the nation,”
she added.

IDEA 2018

TCVN - Kolkata: Think
India is a platform, created
by students and teachers
from national institutes like
IIM, IIT, NIT, IIEST, ISI and
other; organized its rst
eastern zonal Think India
Convention 2018 in
collaboration with Vidyarthi
Vikas and Moulana Abul
Kalam Azad Institute of
Asian Studies between
March 17-18, 2018 at
Eastern Zonal Cultural
Center.
Think India conventions
were organized to enhance
the aspiration amongst the
students and the young
intelligentsia in India, to
lead globally so as to benet
the society and the nation.
The main pillars of the
convention are: (a) New

India – Promoting
I n n o v a t i o n ,
Entrepreneurship and
Startups; (b) Innovation and
Research; (c) Educational
Reforms; (d) Idea of India;
(e) Rich cultural heritage of
Bharat, including in the area
of science; and (f) Social
role models (social
entrepreneurs).
The convention received
online registration from
over 600 delegates from
IIM, IIT, NIT, IIEST, IISER,
ISI, and other national
institutes from West Bengal
and other states of east and
north east India. The
inaugural session was
delivered by Union Minister
of State for Civil Aviation
Jayant Sinha & other
dignitaries.

Galpamajari Released

Nelson Mandela in Music

TCVN - Kolkata: Sujan Publication recently releases the
book Galpamajari written by Sukeb Chatterjee. Eminent
personalities like Traun Chakrabarti, Debasis Laha,
Nabinannda Sen and Rudra Bhattacharya were present.

TCVN - Kolkata: Raga Music launches the music album
of Sitar exponent Pandit Shubhendra Rao at the Press Club
to mark the birth centenary year of Nelson Mandela.
Eminent artist Parijaat Chakraborty was also present.

Music Launch of Gobhir Gopon Bristi

Bongo Ratna Shree Award

Performance Poetry by
UK Poet
TCVN: On March 29, the
poet from Swindon (UK)
will be delivering a number
of his poems under the
banner Performance Poetry
along with Anver Kamal
Siddiqui and other
distinguished poets headed
by Anit Mukerjea, Aroop
Mitra, Mustafa Kamal,
Zarina Zareen, Dilnasheen
Zareen and Hasan Asar at
the Indian Performance
Poetry Library, ICCR in
collaboration with InterLanguages Media.

Riddhiman Ray: Basics in
computer and English
speaking skill upgradation
training programs were
organised by Nehru Yuva
Kendra Sangathan (NYKS),
South Kolkata in
collaboration with Kalighat
Milan Sangha on March 17,
2018. Nabin Kumar Naik
(State Director, NYKS), UN
Vo l u n t e e r R a g h u m o n i
Chatterjee, NYKS district
coordinator Debananda
Choudhury, Club president
Kartick Banerjee & other
members were present.
Around fty youths
registered for the threemonth training. NYKS will
be also providing the post
training support for
advanced training and
placement.

Music Album Launch
TCVN: Dr Kakoli Ghosh
was the cynosure of all eyes
when her two music albums
namely Rabindrasangeet
Bajao Bina and Nazrulgeeti
Jagat Janani Shyama were
launched under the
auspicious of Raga Music at
the Press Club, Kolkata.
Present on the occasion were
Music director Kalyan Sen
Barat and vocalist Dr
Srikumar Chattopadhyay.
The Tagore music album
Bajao Bina has eighteen
songs rendered by Ghosh
with music arranged by
Subrato Mukhopadhyay.
The other Nazrul geeti
album devoted to Shyama –
Goddess Kali – Jagay Janani
Shyama with music
arranged by Debashis
Banerjee has 21 devotional
songs rendered in Kakoli's
voice.

Film Premiere of Angti
Rohosso

Social Astrologers

T C V N : Astrology and
Astrologers (A&A) is a
social initiative by
astrologers, spiritual guru,
purohit and astro lovers.
A&A held a press
conference at Press Club,
Kolkata and addressed to the
media about their future
projects. Cheif Patron
Guruji Binay Maharaj,
president Dr. Rama Sanyal,
working president Abhigyan
Acharya, general secretary
Dr. Debshish Goswami,
Rajan Phatak, Manojit
Shastri & other were
present.

Skill Upgradation

Anit Mukerjea: The music launch of the Bengali feature
lm Gobhir Gopon Bristi directed by Narottam Prosad Sil
was held recently with cast members present on the
occasion. Based on the story and screenplay by Sil, the lm
has 9 songs picturisations with music by Aninda Sahar. The
casting ropes in Samadarshi Dutta, Sudipta Banerjee,
Kaushik Sen, Supriya Dutta, Soma Chakraborty, Anindita
Kapileshwari & Sneha Chakraborty. The lm is expected to
be commercially released on March 23 at the theaters.
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TCVN: Angti Rohosso, a
murder mystery directed by
debutant director-writer Md
Ismail was premiered at the
Bijoli Cinema recently with
cast members present at the
screening. The casting has
mostly new comers headed
by Shaan, Anne Roy, Dhiru
Banerjee, Manik Saha,
Aniket Chattterjee, Susovan
TCVN - Kolkata: Screen Stage is organizing its rst Das, Angela Chakraborty
Bhojpuri Cinema Awards to felicitate the best creative and others. The lyrics and
talents on May 5, 2018, at Netaji Indoor Stadium. music is by Milan-Suman.
Renowned actors Ravi Kishan & Kajal Raghwani were Though Angri Rohosso had
present along with Arun Ojha, Ved Tiwari, Mrityunjay the makings of a thriller, the
Pandey, Pankaj Pandey and others. PC Rajendra Dubey
director did not manage to
invest the lm with the
Bongo Ratna Shree Award
desired suspense to keep his
TCVN - Kolkata: Indian Keka Aich in Rabindra captive audience at the edge
Photo & Cultural Lovers sangeet, Durga Pal for of their seat.
W e l f a r e F o u n d a t i o n recitation and Jyotsna Roy
organized its 2nd Bango for acting.
Subscribe
Writer Prithviraj Sen,
Promila Kriti Ratna
S a m m a n 2 0 1 8 a n d actor Anindita Sen, novelist
felicitated Barnali Biswas as Ajatsatru, advocate Pradip
editor, Papia Pal Chutuvedi Baral, photojournalist Vijay
as social work, Sagarika Seth, Papri Das & others
Choudhury as social work, were present.
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COLORING, QUIZ AND STORY WRITING SHEET
VIDYARTHI is a social initiative by Syamaprasad Granthagar to engage children in activities, in slums and schools.
#ServeTheCow

How many stomach chambers does a cow have
(গ র কত েলা পাক লী হয়)?

#CleanGanges

Which water kills bacterium Vibrio Cholerae in three hours
( কান জল িতন ঘ ার মেধ bacterium Vibrio Cholerae ন কের েদয়)?

 One (১)  Four (৪)

 Distilled Water (িব

জল)  Ganges (গ া জল)

#SkillDevelopment

Who is the Minister of State of the Ministry of Skill Development &
Entrepreneurship (দ তা উ য়ন ও উেদ া া ম ণালেয়র রাজ ম ী েক)?
 Anantkumar Hegde (অন

মার েহগেড়)  Dharmendra Pradhan (ধেম

ধান)

#MotivationByYoga

Who introduced to yoga ﬁrst in the western countries
( ক থমবার পি ম েদশ েলােত েযাগা চার কেরিছেলন)?
 Swami Vivekananda ( ামী িবেবকান )  Baba Ramadeva (বাবা রামেদব)

Write a story based on the above pictures (উপেরর ছিব িল েদেখ একটা গ েলেখা)

Creative Credit: Sh. Kalyan Mondal, MFA (Indira Kala Sangeet Vishwavidyalaya) & Indian Academy of Fine Arts (Amritsar) 2009 Awardee
Head of Faculty, Art Monastery (9051214263)
Read: www.thecrazeventure.in
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